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2. T/V Converter 3. V/T Converter (VCO) 

This circuit is composed of two stage mono- 

stable multivibrator XC4(MM1,MM2),constant- 

current integrator Q7, ICba, D8, and sample 

and hold circuit ICSa, IC5b. 

MM1 and MM2 output Ipe wide positive-going 

pulses £ end d upon receiving edges of re¬ 

spective inputs. There is some time differ¬ 

ence between pulses £ and £ due to the time 

constant of R38 and CMOS's input capacitance. 

This V/T converter is similar to the T/V converter 

in operation. When the charge or. C19 increases con¬ 

stantly and reaches the potential equal to that on 

017, it causee output from IC7a to conduct <38 tak¬ 

ing the shape of sawtooth waveform whose amplitude 

is invereerly proportional to fret frequency, that 

is, the lower the fret, the higher the amplitude. 

This VCO waveform can be modulated or shifted by 

varying the current flowing into 019. The more the 

current, the faster C19 charges up to the level on 

017. As a result, VCO frequency increases with 

Control Board OP-156 

The following are main circuits on the board. 

1. FOOT SWITCH CONTROL 

2. LFO 

3. VCO MOD (PITCH SHIFT) 

4. VCF 

5. ELECTRONIC VOLUME CONTROL 

1. FOOT SWITCH CONTROL 

Pressing the footawitch (momentary-cloee type) 

applies trigger pulse to C (clock) pin of flip- 

flop IC2b (IC3.4) through buffer 101. In this 

to bases of Q13 and Q17, allowing them to disenable 

Sweep Time setting by shutting the VR5 or VR3. 

One chip VCF comprising anti-log circuit makes 

up 24dB/oct LPF along with its external R’e and 

C's. The output is positively fed back to its 

input for resonance effect via Q33 VOA whose 

gain or amount of regeneration ie controlled by 

RESONANCE on the guitar controller. 

When emphasis is high at a frequency, resonance 

curve lower than the pea lk frequency decreases 
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CUTOFF FREQUENCY Set controls as illustrated at the 
ft right (footswitch.es: all off). 

Connect oscilloscope to MIX/SYNTH jack. 
1. Turn RES VR10 full 

OS? £'£”klhgZh OP-1568 (149-156B) 
the foil side. VCF will (P<* 052-542B) 

cillate when a string 
plucked. 

Flay a string at open 
d adjust COF VR9 for 

— Fig. 1. 
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